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� Introduction

Conjugate gradient �CG� methods comprise a class of unconstrained optimization algorithms
which are characterized by low memory requirements and strong local and global convergence
properties� CG history� surveyed by Golub and O�Leary in ����� begins with research of
Cornelius Lanczos and Magnus Hestenes and others �Forsythe� Motzkin� Rosser� Stein�
at the Institute for Numerical Analysis �National Applied Mathematics Laboratories of the
United States National Bureau of Standards in Los Angeles�� and with independent research
of Eduard Stiefel at Eidg� Technische Hochschule Z	urich� In the seminal 
�� paper ���� of
Hestenes and Stiefel� the algorithm is presented as an approach to solve symmetric� positive�
de�nite linear systems�

In this survey� we focus on conjugate gradient methods applied to the nonlinear uncon�
strained optimization problem

min ff�x� � x � Rng� �
�
�

where f � Rn �� R is a continuously di�erentiable function� bounded from below� A nonlinear
conjugate gradient method generates a sequence xk� k � 
� starting from an initial guess
x� � Rn � using the recurrence

xk�� � xk � �kdk� �
��

where the positive step size �k is obtained by a line search� and the directions dk are
generated by the rule�

dk�� � �gk�� � �kdk� d� � �g�� �
���

�This material is based upon work supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant No�

��������
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�HSk �
gTk��yk

dTkyk
�
��� in the original �linear� CG paper

of Hestenes and Stiefel ����

�FRk �
kgk��k�

kgkk�
�
���� �rst nonlinear CG method� proposed

by Fletcher and Reeves ����

�Dk �
gTk��r

�f�xk�dk

dTkr
�f�xk�dk

�
���� proposed by Daniel ����� requires

evaluation of the Hessian r�f�x�

�PRPk �
gTk��yk

kgkk�
�
���� proposed by Polak and Ribi�ere ����

and by Polyak ����

�CDk �
kgk��k�

�dTkgk
�
���� proposed by Fletcher ����� CD

stands for �Conjugate Descent�

�LSk �
gTk��yk

�dTkgk
�
��
� proposed by Liu and Storey ����

�DYk �
kgk��k�

dTkyk
�
���� proposed by Dai and Yuan ���

�Nk �

�
yk � dk

kykk�

dTkyk

�T
gk��

dTkyk
����� proposed by Hager and Zhang ����

Table 
�
� Various choices for the CG update parameter

Here �k is the CG update parameter and gk � rf�xk�
T� where the gradient rf�xk� of f at

xk is a row vector and gk is a column vector� Di�erent CG methods correspond to di�erent
choices for the scalar �k�

Let k � k denote the Euclidean norm and de�ne yk � gk�� � gk� Table 
�
 provides
a chronological list of some choices for the CG update parameter� The 
��� formula of
Fletcher and Reeves is usually considered the �rst nonlinear CG algorithm since their paper
���� focuses on nonlinear optimization� while the 
�� paper ���� of Hestenes and Stiefel
focuses on symmetric� positive�de�nite linear systems�

Daniel�s choice for the update parameter� which is fundamentally di�erent from the
other choices� is not discussed in this paper� For large�scale problems� choices for the update
parameter that do not require the evaluation of the Hessian matrix are often preferred in
practice over methods that require the Hessian in each iteration� In the remaining methods
of Table 
�
� except for the new method at the end� the numerator of the update parameter
�k is either kgk��k

� or gTk��yk and the denominator is either kgkk
� or dTkyk or �dTkgk� The

 possible choices for the numerator and the � possible choices for the denominator lead to
� di�erent choices for �k shown above�

If f is a strongly convex quadratic� then in theory� all � choices for the update parameter
in Table 
�
 are equivalent with an exact line search� For non�quadratic cost functions�
each choice for the update parameter leads to di�erent performance� Some of today�s best
performing CG algorithms are hybrid methods� which dynamically adjust the formula for �k
as the iterations evolve� and a method based on the recent update parameter �Nk � with close
connections to memoryless quasi�Newton methods� In numerical experiments reported in
����� using CUTEr test problems ���� the top performance relative to CPU time was obtained
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by a code based on �Nk � while the second best performance was obtained by either a code
based on a hybrid DY�HS scheme ���� or a code based on the L�BFGS scheme of Nocedal
���� and Liu and Nocedal ����� In all these codes� the best performance was obtained using
the approximate Wolfe line search developed in ���� ����

In this paper� we focus on global convergence properties of CG methods� consequently�
n�step quadratic convergence results �
�� ���� which should be taken into account �see �����
in the design of e�cient CG algorithms� are not discussed� In Section  we discuss classical
line search criteria based on the Wolfe conditions �
��� 
�
�� and we present the related Zou�
tendijk condition� In Section �� we brie�y summarize how the initial search direction a�ects
global convergence� Section � discusses the global convergence properties of CG methods
with numerator kgk��k� for the update parameter� while Section � considers methods with
gTk��yk in the numerator� The convergence theory for the methods of Section � is more
highly developed than the theory for the methods of Section �� On the other hand� the
methods of Section � often perform better in practice� Section � introduces hybrid methods
obtained by dynamically adjusting the formula for �k as the iterations evolve� making use
of methods from both Sections � and �� Section � discusses the CG method associated with
the new choice �Nk for the update parameter� called CG DESCENT in ����� An important
feature of this scheme� which distinguishes it from the other schemes� is that dk�� is always
a descent direction for any stepsize �k � �� as long as dTkyk �� �� Finally� Section � discusses
preconditioning techniques for CG algorithms�

� Line search and Zoutendijk Type Conditions

In each CG iteration� the stepsize �k is chosen to yield an approximate minimum for the
problem�

min
���

f�xk � �dk�� ��
�

Since � � �� the direction dk should satisfy the descent condition

gTkdk � �� ���

for all k � �� If there exists a constant c � � such that

gTkdk � �ckgkk
� ����

for all k � �� then the search directions satisfy the su�cient descent condition�
The termination conditions for the CG line search are often based on some version of

the Wolfe conditions� The standard Wolfe conditions �
��� 
�
� are

f�xk � �kdk�� f�xk� � ��kg
T

kdk� ����

gTk��dk � �gTkdk� ����

where dk is a descent direction and � � � � � � 
� The strong Wolfe conditions consists of
���� and the following strengthened version of �����

jgTk��dkj � ��gTkdk� ����

In the generalized Wolfe conditions ���� the absolute value in ���� is replaced by a pair of
inequalities�

��g
T

kdk � gTk��dk � ���g
T

kdk� ����
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where � � � � �� � 
 and �� � �� The special case �� � �� � � corresponds to the strong
Wolfe conditions� Ideally� we would like to terminate the line search in a CG algorithm when
the standard Wolfe conditions are satis�ed� For some CG algorithms� however� stronger
versions of the Wolfe conditions are needed to ensure convergence and to enhance stability�

Recently� we introduced the approximate Wolfe conditions

�gTkdk � gTk��dk � �� � 
�gTkdk� ����

where � � � � 
� and � � � � 
� The �rst inequality in ���� is the same as �����
The second inequality in ���� is equivalent to ���� when f is quadratic� In general� when
	��� � f�xk � �dk� is replaced by a quadratic interpolant q��� that matches 	��� at � � �
and 	���� at � � � and � � �k� ���� reduces to the second inequality in ����� Observe that
the approximate Wolfe conditions have the same form as the generalized Wolfe condition
����� but with a special choice for ��� Note though that the decay condition ���� is one
component of the generalized Wolfe conditions� while in the approximate Wolfe conditions�
the decay condition is approximately enforced through the second inequality in �����

The standard or generalized or strong Wolfe conditions are used to prove convergence
of CG algorithms� The approximate Wolfe conditions are used in e�cient� high accuracy
implementations of CG algorithms for which there is no convergence theory� but the practical
performance is often much better than that of the rigorous implementations� As shown in
����� the �rst Wolfe condition ���� limits the accuracy of a CG algorithm to the order of the
square root of the machine precision� while with the approximation contained in ����� we
can achieve accuracy on the order of the machine precision� As explained further in ����� we
often achieve faster convergence when using the approximate Wolfe conditions since a local
minimizer of 	 satis�es ����� while a point satisfying the standard or strongWolfe conditions
is obtained by computing a local minimizer of the approximating function 
 introduced in
����


��� � 	��� � 	���� ��	�����

When using the approximate Wolfe conditions� we minimize the function f along the search
direction dk rather than an approximation 
 to f �

Either of the following assumptions are often utilized in convergence analysis for CG
algorithms�

Lipschitz Assumption� In some neighborhood N of the level set

L � fx � Rn � f�x� � f�x��g�

the gradient rf�x� is Lipschitz continuous� That is� there exists a constant L � � such
that

krf�x��rf�y�k � Lkx� yk for all x�y � N �

Boundedness Assumption� The level set L is bounded� That is� there exists a constant
B �� such that

kxk � B for all x � L�

The conclusion of the following theorem� often called the Zoutendijk condition� is used to
prove the global convergence of nonlinear CG methods� it was originally given by Zoutendijk
�
��� and Wolfe �
��� 
�
��
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Theorem ���� Consider any iterative method of the form �
�� where dk satis�es the de�

scent condition ��� and �k satis�es the standard Wolfe conditions� If the Lipschitz As�

sumption holds� then

�X
k��

�gTkdk�
�

kdkk�
� ��� ����

Global convergence proofs for CG methods are often based on the Zoutendijk condition
combined with analysis showing that

�a� the su�cient descent condition gTkdk � �ckgkk� holds and

�b� there exists a constant � such that kdkk� � �k�

Combining �a�� �b�� and ����� we have

lim inf
k��

kgkk � �� ��
��

Throughout this survey� the statement that a CG method converges globally means either

gk � � for some k or ��
�� holds�
Another result related to the Zoutendijk condition� found in �
� �also see ������ is the

following� assuming the search directions are descent�

Theorem ���� Consider any iterative method of the form �
����
��� where dk satis�es

the descent condition ��� and �k satis�es the strong Wolfe conditions� If the Lipschitz

Assumption holds� then either

lim inf
k��

kgkk � �

or

�X
k��

kgkk�

kdkk�
���

Notice that in Theorems �
 and �� we assume both the descent condition and the
Wolfe conditions� These two requirements are essentially independent of each other� Hence�
when implementing a line search� we need to satisfy some version of the Wolfe conditions�
and we need to ensure that the new search direction is a descent direction� In recent versions
��� ��� of the CG algorithms associated with the choice �DYk � the descent condition holds
automatically� when the line search satis�es the standard Wolfe conditions� And in the very
recent CG DESCENT ���� ���� su�cient descent holds for xk�� with c � ��� if dTkyk �� �
�the second Wolfe condition ���� implies that dTkyk � ���

� Starting Search Direction

It is critical to take d� � �g� in a CG algorithm� In 
�� Crowder and Wolfe �
�� gave
a ��dimensional example showing that the convergence rate is linear if the initial search
direction is not the steepest descent direction� even for a strongly convex quadratic� In 
���
Powell ���� obtained an even stronger result� he showed that if the objective function is a
convex quadratic and if the initial search direction is an arbitrary descent direction� then
either optimality is achieved in at most n � 
 iterations or the rate of convergence is only
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linear� Moreover� by analyzing the relationship between x� and d�� it follows that linear
convergence is more common than �nite convergence�

In order to achieve �nite convergence for an arbitrary initial search direction� Nazareth
���� proposed a CG algorithm based on a three�term recurrence�

dk�� � �yk �
yTkyk

dTkyk
dk �

yTk��yk

dTk��yk��
dk��� ���
�

with d�� � � and d� an arbitrary descent direction� If f is a convex quadratic� then for any
stepsize �k� the search directions generated by ���
� are conjugate relative to the Hessian of
f � However� this interesting innovation has not seen signi�cant use in practice�

� Methods with kgk��k
� in the Numerator of �k

The FR� DY and CD methods all have the common numerator kgk��k�� One theoretical
di�erence between these methods� and the other choices for the update parameter� is that the
global convergence theorems only require the Lipschitz Assumption� not the Boundedness
Assumption� The �rst global convergence result for the FR method was given by Zoutendijk
�
��� in 
���� He proved the FR method converges globally when �k is an exact solution
of the problem ��
�� in other words� global convergence is achieved when the line search
is exact� In 
��� Powell ���� pointed out that the FR method� with exact line search�
was susceptible to jamming� That is� the algorithm could take many short steps without
making signi�cant progress to the minimum� The poor performance of the FR method in
applications was often attributed to this jamming phenomenon�

The �rst global convergence result of the FR method for an inexact line search was given
by Al�Baali �
� in 
���� Under the strong Wolfe conditions with � � 
�� he proved the FR
method generates su�cient descent directions� More precisely� he proved that


� � � �k��


� �
�
�gTkdk
kgkk�

�

� �k��


� �
�

for all k � �� As a consequence� global convergence was established using the Zoutendijk
condition� For � � 
�� dk is a descent direction� however� the analysis did not establish
su�cient descent�

In Liu et al� ����� the global convergence proof of Al�Baali is extended to the case � � 
��
Dai and Yuan ��� analyzed this further� and showed that in consecutive FR iterations� at
least one iteration satis�es the su�cient descent property� In other words�

maxf
�gTkdk
kgkk�

�
�gTk��dk��
kgk��k�

g �




�

The more recent result Theorem � can also be used to obtain a global convergence result
for FR implemented with a strong Wolfe line search and � � 
� since the search directions
are always descent directions�

In ����� Dai and Yuan show that with the FR scheme� the strong Wolfe conditions may
not yield a direction of descent when � � 
�� even for the function f�x� � �kxk�� where
� � � is a constant� Hence� the constraint � � 
� must be imposed to ensure descent�
In typical implementations of the Wolfe conditions� it is often most e�cient to choose �
close to 
� Hence� the constraint � � 
�� needed to ensure descent� represents a signi�cant
restriction in the choice of the line search parameters� On the other hand� Dai and Yuan
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show in ��� that when � � 
� and gTkdk � �� �dk can be used for a search direction�
if gTkdk � �� then the line search can be skipped by setting xk�� � xk� If there exists a
constant � such that kgkk � �� then under the Lipschitz Assumption� the FR method� with
a standard Wolfe line search and with these special adjustments when gTkdk � �� is globally
convergent�

In ��� the strong Wolfe line search is relaxed to a generalized Wolfe line search� Global
convergence is obtained when �� � �� � 
� For a strong Wolfe line search� �� � �� � �� in
which case the constraint ����� � 
 implies that � � 
�� Hence� the condition ����� � 

is weaker than the strong Wolfe constraint � � 
�� And it is possible to take �� close to 
�
by taking �� close to ��

The CD method of Fletcher ���� is closely related to the FR method� With an exact
line search� �FRk � �CDk � One important di�erence between FR and CD is that with CD�
su�cient descent ���� holds for a strong Wolfe line search �the constraint � � 
� that arose
with FR� is not needed for CD�� Moreover� for a line search that satis�es the generalized
Wolfe conditions ���� with �� � 
 and �� � �� it can be shown that � � �CDk � �FRk �
Consequently� from the analysis in �
� or by Theorem �� global convergence is achieved�
On the other hand� if �� � 
 or �� � �� Dai and Yuan ��� construct examples where kdkk�

increases exponentially and the CD method converges to a point where the gradient does
not vanish� In particular� the CD method may not converge to a stationary point for a
strong Wolfe line search�

The DY method� �rst developed in ���� is fundamentally di�erent from either the FR
or the CD method� With a standard Wolfe line search� the DY method always generates
descent directions� Furthermore� there is global convergence when the Lipschitz Assumption
holds� In the paper �
��� Dai analyzed the DY method further and established the following
remarkable property� relating the descent directions generated by DY to the su�cient descent
condition�

Theorem ���� Consider the method �
����
���� where �k � �DYk � If the DY method is

implemented with any line search for which the search directions are descent directions� and

if there exist constants �� and �� such that �� � kgkk � �� for all k � �� then for any

p � ��� 
�� there exists a constant c � � such that the su�cient descent condition

gTi di � �ckgik
�

holds for at least bpkc indices i � ��� k�� where brc denotes the largest integer � r�

In the process of analyzing the DY method� Dai and Yuan also established a convergence
result applicable to any method for which �k can be expressed as a ratio�

�k �
�k��
�k

� ���
�

The FR method corresponds to the choice �k � kgkk�� Utilizing �
���� �DYk can be rewritten
as

�DYk �
gTk��dk��

gTkdk
�

Hence� the DY method has the form ���
� with �k � gTkdk� The following result was
established ���� ����
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Theorem ���� Consider any iterative method of the form �
����
��� where �k has the form
���
�� dk satis�es the descent condition ���� and the Lipschitz Assumption holds� If the

Zoutendijk condition holds and if

�X
k��

�gTkdk�
�

��
k

�� or

�X
k��

kgkk�

��
k

�� or

�X
k��

kY
i��

���i ���

then the iterates are globally convergent�

As a corollary of this result� the DY method is globally convergent when implemented
with a standard Wolfe line search since

NX
k��

�gTkdk�
�

��
k

� N � 
 when �k � gTkdk�

FR is globally convergent when implemented with a strong Wolfe line search with � � 
�
since

NX
k��

kgkk�

��
k

� N � 
 when �k � kgkk
��

Notice that a general CG method can be expressed in the form ���
� by taking �� � 
� and

�k �

kY
j��

�k� for k � ��

� Methods with gT
k��yk in the Numerator of �k

Despite the strong convergence theory that has been developed for methods with kgk��k�

in the numerator of �k� these methods are all susceptible to jamming� as discussed earlier�
That is� they begin to take small steps without making signi�cant progress to the minimum�
The PRP� HS and LS methods� which share the common numerator gTk��yk� possess a built�
in restart feature that addresses the jamming problem� When the step xk�� � xk is small�
the factor yk � gk�� � gk in the numerator of �k tends to zero� Hence� �k becomes small
and the new search direction dk�� is essentially the steepest descent direction �gk��� In
a sense� the the PRP� HS� and LS method automatically adjust �k to avoid jamming� in
general� the performance of these methods is better than the performance of methods with
kgk��k� in the numerator of �k�

In ���� global convergence of the PRP method is established when f is strongly convex
and the line search is exact� Powell ���� proved that for a general nonlinear function� if

�a� the step size sk � xk�� � xk approaches zero�

�b� the line search is exact� and

�c� the Lipschitz Assumption holds�

then the PRP method is globally convergent� On the other hand� Powell showed later �����
using a � dimensional example� that with an exact line search� the PRP method could cycle
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in�nitely� without converging to a stationary point� Hence� the assumption that the stepsize
tends to zero is needed for convergence�

Under the assumption that the search direction is a descent direction� Yuan �
��� estab�
lished the global convergence of the PRP method for strongly convex objective functions
and a Wolfe line search� However� for a strong Wolfe line search� Dai �
�� gave an example
which showed that even when the objective function is strongly convex and � � ��� 
� is
su�ciently small� the PRP method may still fail by generating an ascent search direction�

In summary� the convergence of the PRP method for general nonlinear function is uncer�
tain� Powell�s example shows that when the function is not strongly convex� the PRP method
may not converge� even with an exact line search� And Dai�s example shows that even for
a strongly convex function� the PRP method may not generate a descent direction with an
inexact line search� Based on insight gained from Powell�s example� Powell suggested ����
the following modi�cation in the update parameter for the PRP method�

�PRP�k � maxf�PRPk � �g�

In ���� Gilbert and Nocedal proved the convergence of the PRP� method�
The analysis of Gilbert and Nocedal applies to a class of CG algorithms which have the

following property�

Consider a method of the form �
����
���� and suppose that � � � � kgkk �  ��
for all k � �� where � and  � are two positive constants� Property �� holds if

there exist constants b � 
 and � � � such that for all k�

j�kj � b and kskk � � implies j�kj �



b
�

The following result is proved in ����

Theorem ���� Consider any CG method �
����
��� that satis�es the following conditions�

�a� �k � ��

�b� The search directions satisfy the su�cient descent condition �����

�c� The Zoutendijk condition holds�

�d� Property �� holds�

If the Lipschitz and Boundedness Assumptions hold� then the iterates are globally convergent�

As a corollary of this result� when the search direction satis�es the su�cient descent
condition and when a standard Wolfe line search is employed� the PRP� method is globally
convergent� In ���� Dai and Yuan gave examples to show that the Boundedness Assumption
is really needed to obtain the global convergence of Theorem ��
� moreover� the constraint
�k � � can not be relaxed to maxf�PRPk ���g for any choice of � � �� In �
� it is shown
that the su�cient descent condition in Theorem ��
 can be relaxed to a descent condition if
a strong Wolfe line search is used�

The PRP� method was introduced to rectify the convergence failure of the PRP method
when implemented with a Wolfe line search� Another approach for rectifying the convergence
failure is to retain the PRP update formula� but modify the line search� In particular� Grippo
and Lucidi ���� proposed a new Armijo type line search of the following form�

�k � �j
� jgTkdkj

kdkk�
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where j � � is the smallest integer with the property that

f�xk��� � f�xk�� ���kkdkk
�� ���
�

and

�c�kgk��k
� � gTk��dk�� � c�kgk��k

�� ����

where � � c� � 
 � c�� � � � � 
 and � � � are constants� With this new line search� they
prove global convergence of the PRP method� In the more recent paper ����� they combine
this line search with a �trust region� technique�

In another avenue of research� it is shown in ���� that the PRP method is globally
convergent when the line search employs a constant stepsize �k � � � 
��L� where L is a
Lipschitz constant for rf � In ���� Sun and Zhang give a global convergence result for the

choice �k � �� gT
k
dk

dT
k
Qkdk

� where Qk is some positive de�nite matrix with smallest eigenvalue

�min � �� � � ��� �min�L�� and L is a Lipschitz constant for rf � For these stepsize choices�
the search directions are no longer conjugate when f is a quadratic� Hence� these methods
should be viewed as steepest descent methods� rather than conjugate gradient methods�

The HS method has the property that the conjugacy condition

dTk��yk � � �����

always holds� independent of line search� For an exact line search� �HSk � �PRPk � Hence� the
convergence properties of the HS method should be similar to the convergence properties
of the PRP method� In particular� by Powell�s example ����� the HS method with an exact
line search may not converge for a general nonlinear function� It can be veri�ed that if the
search directions satisfy the su�cient descent condition and if a standard Wolfe line search
is employed� then the HS method satis�es Property ��� Similar to the PRP� method� if
we let

�HS�k � maxf�HSk � �g�

then it follows from Theorem ��
� that the HS� method is globally convergent�
The LS method is also identical to the the PRPmethod for an exact line search� Although

not much research has been done on this choice for the update parameter� except for the
paper ����� we expect that the techniques developed for the analysis of the PRP method
should apply to the LS method�

� Hybrid CG Methods and Parametric Families

As we have seen� the �rst set of methods FR� DY� and CD have strong convergence prop�
erties� but they may not perform well in practice due to jamming� On the other hand�
although the second set of methods PRP� HS� and LS may not converge in general� they
often perform better than the �rst set of methods� Consequently� combinations of methods
have been proposed to try to exploit attractive features of each set� Touati�Ahmed and
Storey ���� suggested the following hybrid method�

�k �

�
�PRPk if � � �PRPk � �FRk �

�FRk otherwise�
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Thus� when the iterations jam� the PRP update parameter is used� By the same motivations�
Hu and Storey ��
� suggested to take

�k � maxf��minf�PRPk � �FRk gg�

In ���� it is pointed out that �PRPk can be negative� even for strongly convex functions�
In an e�ort to extend the allowed choices for the PRP update parameter� while retaining
global convergence� Nocedal and Gilbert ���� suggested taking

�k � maxf��FRk �minf�PRPk � �FRk gg�

With this hybrid method� �k can be negative since �FRk is always nonnegative� Note that
in the numerical results reported in ����� the performance of this hybrid method was not
better than that of PRP��

Convergence results for CG methods that can be bounded in terms of the FR method
are developed in ���� ��� �
�� In particular� the following result is established in �����

Theorem ���� Consider any CG method of the form �
����
��� which employs a strong

Wolfe line search with � � 
�� If the Lipschitz Assumption holds and �j�kj � �FRk � then

the iterates are globally convergent� and the search directions are always descent directions�

In ���� �
�� global convergence and su�cient descent are established when �j�kj � �FRk �
while Theorem ��
 claims global convergence and descent when �j�kj � �FRk �

Recall that the DY method has even better global convergence properties than the FR
method� As a result� Dai and Yuan ���� studied the possibility of combining DY with
other CG methods� For a standard Wolfe line search and for �k � ����DYk � �DYk �� where
� � �
�����
���� they establish global convergence when the Lipschitz Assumption holds�
The following two hybrid method were proposed in �����

�k � maxf��

� �


 � �
��DYk �minf�HSk � �DYk gg

and

�k � maxf��minf�HSk � �DYk gg�

The numerical experiments in ��� indicated that the second hybrid method gave the best
result� performing better than the PRP� method�

Another hybrid method� proposed by Dai in ���� employs either the DY scheme or the
CD scheme�

�k �
kgk��k�

maxfdTkyk ��g
T

kdkg

He shows that this hybrid scheme generates descent directions� independent of the line
search� This descent property is stronger than that of the DY scheme itself� where descent
holds for a Wolfe line search� Dai shows that for this hybrid scheme� �k � ��� �DYk �� This
property� together with the descent property of the hybrid scheme� imply convergence for
typical line search methods�

In the same way that quasi�Newton methods have been combined together by introducing
parameters� as in the Broyden ��� family� CG methods can be combined together� In ���� ����
Dai and Yuan proposed a one�parameter family of CG methods with

�k �
kgk��k�

�kkgkk� � �
� �k�dTkyk
�
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where �k � ��� 
� is a parameter� The FR method corresponds to �k � 
� while the DY
method corresponds to �k � �� In ����� this family is extended by considering �k � �������
if the Lipschitz Assumption holds� then there is global convergence for each member of the
family when a generalized Wolfe line search is employed with

�� � 
 � ��� � ����k � 
�

By considering convex combinations of the numerators and denominators of �FRk and
�HS � Nazareth ���� independently proposes a two�parameter family of CG methods�

�k �
�kkgk��k� � �
� �k�g

T

k��yk

�kkgkk� � �
� �k�dTkyk
�

where �k � �k � ��� 
�� This two�parameter family includes FR� DY� PRP� and HS methods
as extreme cases�

Observing that the six standard CG methods share two numerators and three denomi�
nators� Dai and Yuan ���� considered an even wider family of CG methods by introducing
one more parameter� they chose

�k �
�kkgk��k� � �
� �k�g

T

k��yk

�
� �k � �k�kgkk� � �kdTkyk � �kdTkgk
�

where �k� �k � ��� 
� and �k � ��� 
 � �k �� This three�parameter family includes the six
standard CG methods� the previous one�parameter and two�parameter families� and many
hybrid methods as special cases� In order to ensure that the search directions generated
by this family will be descent directions� Powell�s ���� restart criterion is employed� set
dk � �gk if

jgTkgk��j � �kgkk
��

where � � � is some �xed constant� For a strong Wolfe line search where

�
 � ��� �




�

Dai and Yuan show that the search directions dk are descent directions� Global convergence
results are also established in �����

In �� Dai and Liao modify the numerator of the HS update parameter to obtain

�DLk �
gTk���yk � tsk�

dTkyk
� �HSk � t

gTk��sk

dTkyk
�

where t � � is some constant� For an exact line search� gk�� is orthogonal to sk � xk�� �
xk � �kdk� Hence� for an exact line search� the DL method reduces to the HS and PRP
methods� Again� due to Powell�s example� the DL method may not converge for an exact
line search� Similar to the PRP� method� Dai and Liao also modi�ed their formula in the
following way to ensure convergence�

�DL�k � maxf
gTk��yk

dTkyk
� �g � t

gTk��sk

dTkyk
�

If the Lipschitz and Boundedness Assumptions hold and if dk satis�es the su�cient descent
condition ����� it is shown in �� that DL�� implemented with a strong Wolfe line search�
is globally convergent�
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Very recently� in a further development of this update strategy� Yabe and Takano �
���
derive the following choice for the update parameter� based on a modi�ed secant condition
given by Zhang et al� �
��� 
����

�Y Tk �
gTk���zk � tsk�

dTkzk
�

where

zk � yk �

�
��k

sTkuk

�
uk�

�k � ��fk � fk��� � ��gk � gk���
Tsk�

� � � is a constant and uk � Rn satis�es sTkuk �� �� for example� uk � dk� Again� similar to
PRP�� Yabe and Takano modi�ed their formula in the following way to ensure convergence�

�Y T�k � maxf
gTk��zk

dTkzk
� �g � t

gTk��sk

dTkzk
�

They show that the YT� scheme is globally convergent if the Lipschitz and Boundedness
Assumptions hold� dk satis�es the su�cient descent condition ����� and a strong Wolfe line
search is employed with

� � � �

� �

��
 � � � ��
�

Preliminary numerical results reported for both the DL� and YT� schemes indicate these
CG method are e�cient with a proper choice of the parameters� However� for di�erent
choices of the parameters� the performance of the methods can be quite di�erent� Notice
that both the DL and YT schemes are not scale invariant� That is� if f is multiplied by a
positive scalar� then the values of �DLk and �Y Tk typically change� Hence� if a proper choice
of t is found for some f � then t must be changed when f is rescaled� In contrast� all the
methods of Table 
�
 are scale invariant�

� CG DESCENT

In the previous discussion� we have seen that the global convergence of CG methods is closely
connected to the descent conditions ��� and ���� ! we must not only employ a Wolfe type
line search� but also constrain �k so that dk�� a direction of descent� The �nal method of
Table 
�
 was devised in order to ensure su�cient descent� independent of the accuracy of
the line search� We obtain this method by modifying the HS method in the following way�

��k � �HSk � �k

�
kykk�gTk��dk

�dTkyk�
�

�
� ���
�

where �k � �� �We assume that dTkyk �� � so that �HSk is de�ned� With a standard Wolfe
line search� dTkyk � � when gk �� ���

An attractive feature of the HS method is that the conjugacy condition ����� always holds�
independent of the line search� Consequently� if �k in ���
� is near zero� then the conjugacy
condition holds approximately� Also� the HS method is not susceptible to jamming� The
expression multiplying �k in ���
� has the following properties�
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�a� it is scale invariant ���k does not change when f is multiplied by a positive scalar��

�b� it goes to zero when the iterates jam� and

�c� it enhances descent�

With regard to �b�� observe that for an approximate Wolfe line search� we have

jgTk��dkj
dTkyk

� maxf�� �� ��gjdTkgkj
��� ��jdTkgkj

�
maxf�� �� ��g

��� ��
�

If the search direction dk satis�es the su�cient descent condition ���	�� it follows that

kykk�jgTk��dkj
�dTkyk�

�
�
�
maxf�� �� ��g

c��� ��

��kykk
kgkk

��

�

When the iterates jam� yk becomes tiny while kgkk is bounded away from zero� Conse

quently� when the iterates jam� the �k term in ����� becomes negligible�

To see the e�ect of the new term on descent� we multiply the update formula ���	� by
gTk�� to obtain

gTk��dk�� � �kgk��k� 
�
gTk��yk�g

T

k��dk�

dTkyk

�
� �k

�
�kykk��gTk��dk�

�

�dTkyk�
�

�
� �����

Due to the minus in front of the �k term above� it follows that the �k modi�cation of the HS
formula has enhanced descent� In fact� the only term on the right side of ����� that could
be positive is the middle term� associated with �HSk �

An upper bound for the middle term in ����� is obtained using the inequality

uTkvk �
�

�

�kukk�  kvkk��
with the choice

uk �
�p
��k

�dTkyk�gk�� and vk �
p
��k�g

T

k��dk�yk�

We have

gTk��yk�g
T

k��dk�

dTkyk
�

gTk��yk�d
T

kyk��g
T

k��dk�

�dTkyk�
�

� �

��k
kgk��k�  �k

�
�kykk��gTk��dk�

�

�dTkyk�
�

�
�

Combining this with ����� gives

gTk��dk�� � �
�
�� �

��k

�
kgk��k�� ���	�

Hence� if �k � �� � ��� for each k� then the scheme ����� satis�es the su�cient descent
condition ���	� with c � �� ��������
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The parameter �k essentially controls the relative weight placed on conjugacy versus
descent� As �k becomes small� the last term in ����� goes to zero� and the update parameter
approaches the HS parameter� which satis�es the conjugacy condition ���	�� As �k tends to
in�nity� the su�cient descent parameter c � ��������� increases� approaching �� The update
parameter �Nk given in Table ��� corresponds to ��k and the choice �k � �� As discussed in
��	�� for strongly convex functions and a relatively accurate line search� the search directions
generated by �k � � are approximately multiples of the search directions produced by the
memoryless quasi
Newton method of Perry ��	� and Shanno ��	��

In order to obtain global convergence for general nonlinear functions� we need to truncate
��k � similar to PRP� In ��	� we introduce the following truncation�

���k � max
�
�Nk � �k

�
� �k �

��
kdkkminf�� kgkkg � �����

where � � � is a constant� In ��	� and ���� we give numerical results for the update parameter
�Nk of Tabel ���� corresponding to �k � �� For a broad set of large
scale unconstrained
optimization problems in the CUTEr library ���� the new scheme� called CG DESCENT in
����� performed better than either PRP or L
BFGS�

As in ��	� Thm ����� the update parameter ���k satis�es the su�cient descent condition
���	�� when �k � �� � ��� for all k� Similar to the result established in ��	� for the N
scheme �corresponding to �k � � in ���k �� we have the following result for the more general

scheme based on ���k with �k bounded away from ����

Theorem ���� Suppose the Lipschitz and the Boundedness Assumptions hold� and the line
search satis�es the standard Wolfe conditions ����� and ������ Then the CG method �����
and ���	�� with �k � ���k and �k � �� � ��� for all k� is globally convergent�

In Theorem ���� �k � �� � ���� Global convergence also holds when �k approaches ���
from the right� but with a strong Wolfe line search instead of the standard Wolfe line search�
The proof of this result is based on Theorem ���� not the approach in ��	�� Although global
convergence for a standard Wolfe line search is still an open question� we have the following
result� If we perform a restart� taking dk � �gk whenever

gTkgk�� � �	kgkkkgk��k� �����

where 	 � ��� ��� then for a standard Wolfe line search and for �k � ���� we obtain global
convergence� The condition ����� is a one
sided version of the restart condition suggested by
Powell ���� for Beale�s 	
term CG method� Note that 	 should be taken close to � to reduce
the number of restarts�

� Preconditioning

The idea behind preconditioning is to make a change of variables x � Sy where S is an
invertible matrix chosen to speedup the convergence� After writing the conjugate gradient
algorithm in the transformed variable y and converting back to the x variable� we obtain
the iteration�

xk�� � xk  
kdk�

dk�� � Pgk��  ��kdk� d� � Pg�� �����
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where P � SST� The update parameter ��k is the same as �k except that gk and dk are
replaced by STgk and S��dk respectively� As illustrations� we have

��FRk �
gTk��Pgk��

gTkPgk
and ��CDk �

gTk��Pgk��

�dTkgk
�

To obtain insights into the e�ect of preconditioning� we examine how the convergence
speed of CG depends on the eigenvalues of the Hessian� Suppose that f is quadratic�

f�x� �
�

�
xTQx bTx� �����

where Q is a symmetric matrix with eigenvalues �� � �� � � � � � �n � �� With an exact
line search� the error in the k
th CG iterate satis�es the following bound �����

�xk � x��TQ�xk � x�� � min
p�Pk��

max
��i�n

��  �ip��i��
� �x� � x��TQ�x� � x���

where Pk denotes the set of polynomials of degree at most k� Given some integer l � ��� k��
it follows that if p � Pk�� is chosen so that the degree k polynomial ��p��� vanishes with
multiplicity � at �i� � � i � l � �� and with multiplicity k � l  � at ��l  �n���� then we
have

�xk � x��TQ�xk � x�� �
�
�l � �n
�l  �n

���k�l���

�x� � x��TQ�x� � x��� ���	�

After the change of variables x � Sy in ������ we obtain

f�Sy� �
�

�
yTSTQSy  bTSy�

The matrix STQS associated with the quadratic in y is similar to the matrix QSST � QP�
Hence� the best preconditioner is P � Q��� which leads to convergence in one step since
the eigenvalues of STQS are all ��

When f is a general nonlinear function� a good preconditioner is any matrix that approx

imates r�f�x����� As an illustration showing how to choose P� let us consider a nonlinear�
equality constrained optimization problem

min f�x� subject to h�x� � ��

where h � Rn � R
m � The quadratic penalty approximation is the unconstrained problem

min f�x� 
�

�
kh�x�k�� �����

where the penalty parameter � is a relatively large number� The Hessian of the penalized
problem ������ evaluated at a local minimizer x�� is

H��� � r�f�x��  �rh�x��Trh�x���
If the rank of rh�x�� is m� then by a result of Loewner ����� H��� has m eigenvalues that
approach � as � tends to �� Hence� the ratio between the largest and the smallest
eigenvalue of H��� tends to � as � tends to � if m  n�

A suitable preconditioner for the penalized problem is presented in ���� where the fol

lowing result is established�
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Theorem ���� If C is a symmetric� positive�de�nite matrix and the rows of B are linearly
independent� then for any A� we have

lim
���

�A �BTB��C �BTB��� � D�

where

D � AC��  �I�AC���BT�BC��BT���BC���

Moreover� D is nonsingular if and only if

min
By � �

kyk � �

max
Bx � �

kxk � �

xTAy � ��

Thus� if B is anm by n rankmmatrix� the matrixA�BTB hasm eigenvalues that tend
to � as � tends to �� For the preconditioner P � �C  �BTB���� the eigenvalues of the
product �A�BTB��C�BTB��� approach a �nite limit as � tends to�� Consequently�
when the rows of rh�x�� are linearly independent and the second order su�cient optimality
conditions hold at x�� a suitable preconditioner for CG methods applied to ����� is P �
�I �rh�x��rh�x������ In practice� we would periodically update the preconditioner and
restart the CG method as the iterations converge�

A possible CG preconditioning strategy for a general nonlinear function f is to take
P � Dk where Dk is an approximation to r�f�x���� generated by a quasi
Newton update
formula� such as the Broyden family�

Dk�� �

�
I� sky

T

k

sTkyk

�
Dk

�
I� yks

T

k

sTkyk

�

sks

T

k

sTkyk
 
vkv

T

k �����

where 
 � � is a parameter� and

vk � �yTkDkyk�
���

�
Dkyk

yTkDkyk
� sk

sTkyk

�
�

This idea was �rst discussed by Nazareth ���� and Buckley ���� In ����� Nazareth showed that
when the objective function is quadratic and an exact line search is employed� preconditioned
CG with a �xed preconditioner P � D� is identical to preconditioned CG with P � Dk

at iteration k provided Dk is generated by the BFGS formula �corresponding to 
 � � in
������� Moreover� Buckley shows ��� that if the quasi
Newton preconditioner Dk is randomly
updated by the BFGS formula� the iterates are identical to preconditioned CG with �xed
preconditioner P � D�� Although there would appear to be no bene�t from utilizing a
preconditioner generated by a quasi
Newton update� at least in the special case of BFGS
and a quadratic cost function� it is expected that for inexact arithmetic or for a general
nonlinear function� the quasi
Newton preconditioner will improve the problem conditioning�

In ��� Buckley considers infrequent quasi
Newton updates� A quasi
Newton step was
performed and the preconditioner was updated when����gTkPgk��

gkPgk

���� � ��

where � � ��� �� is a constant� With infrequent quasi
Newton updates� he could store the
vectors used to generate the quasi
Newton matrix rather than the matrix itself� Buckley
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reports ��� that these infrequent updates led to improvements over the unpreconditioned
CG� Another general preconditioning strategy is to use the matrix generated from a limited
memory update such as Liu and Nocedal�s L
BFGS formula ����� For a nice survey con

cerning the relationship between preconditioned CG and quasi
Newton methods� see �����
The development of e�ective ways to precondition optimization problems remains an area
of interest�

� Conclusion

The conjugate gradient method has been the subject of intense analysis for more than ��
years� It started out as an algorithm for solving symmetric� positive
de�nite linear systems
of equations� It was soon extended to nonlinear unconstrained optimization� As seen Table
���� various choices for the CG update parameter have been proposed� Problems with the
early choices concern jamming or loss of descent or convergence failure� Recent choices�
such as that of Dai and Yuan provides descent for a Wolfe line search� while the scheme of
Hager and Zhang provides su�cient descent independent of the line search� Hybrid schemes
exploit advantages of several di�erent methods� leading to excellent performance in practice�
The development of e�cient CG preconditioners is an area of active research� Today� the
conjugate gradient method is an important component of general constrained optimization
algorithms that are based on the iterative solution of unconstrained or bounded constrained
problems ����� ��� �����
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